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DUNS: 078726329 CAGE: 72YC1 SET-ASIDE: Small Business

NAICS: 541380, 541511, 541519, 541690, 541990, 611420
Above all, here at BL King Consulting we are a technology problem solver; Your company is the expert in making and selling the
widgets that you do; and if that's not Information Technology or Information Security you're probably struggling with it. If you've
outsourced your IT it's probably to a company that either hires inexperienced employees who are learning on your dime or they are
charging you astronomical prices. We solve your IT and IS problems practically, as though your money were our money, and we
implement those novel and practical solutions at, what is most times, a cost savings.

Differentiators

Core Competencies











We find inexpensive technical solutions that work, for your
most complex problems.
Analyzing complex multi-million dollar systems and
providing quantifiable risk assessments with actionable
recommendations
Our specialty is the practical application of efficient
Cybersecurity principals
Our focus is providing technical, hands-on leadership to
identify cost-efficient solutions for complex problems
We have a highly trained and experienced team that focus
on software security architecture, software/quality
assurance, flaw & vulnerability identification, and black box
penetration testing that is both practical and cost-efficient
Architecture, design, implementation, IV&V, risk
assessment, and reporting in DIACAP, ICD-503, DoD
RMF, NIST RMF, FISMA
Authorized License reseller for G-Suite and WWPass.
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We only resell products that offer a cost savings to
traditional IT and provide a meaningful and reputable
service.
We don't force one product over another, rather we partner
with these companies to offer discounts and package deals.
Performance in both the Defense Industry and the
Commercial industry guarantees that the best of breed
solutions are presented.
Engaged and passionate associates that enjoy solving
problems.
Powerful culture of innovation, collaboration and teaming.

Past Performance
Prime Contractor – Contract #VA25515C0176
Drupal website maintenance and development
Subcontractor - Contract# HC1047-05-D-4005, RI11-0115 Technical Area Task #201. Subcontractor
Technical Area Task #253
Subcontractor – Contract # FA8750-13-C-0108
Assured Information Sharing in Clouds

Subcontractor - Contract #W91260-09-R-0002
Space and Missile Defense Initiatives Support III
Subcontractor – Contract #SA1301-13-BU-0007
Web application software security research and
development services

